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Architecture must be conciously and precisely designed
to integrate the life of its occupants with the cycles
of nature. This thesis is a collection of information
on the natural microclimate which exists on the untouched
land, and that which could predominate by intervention
and design. An understancing of site potentials and
limitations involves: first the survey of local climate
elements, second the evaluation of each climatic impact
in physiological terms, and third the development of a
design response for each microclimate condition. Field
reconnaissance gives an invaluable overall picture to
the designer, enabling him to design with respect for the
site . What is proposed here is a method, an index,
for reestablishing in bui/t form, a more delicate exchange
between man and nature.
The information is organized and presented in such a way
that the thesis may be used as a handbook by the architect,
engineer, contractor, or homeowner who is interested in
making more sympathetic and creative use of a building site.
Thesis Supervisor: Prof. Edward Allen
Position: Professor of Architecture, M.I.T.
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in dedication to my parents;
for always being there.
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INTRODUCTION
There is beginning, today, a profound change in man's
feeling about nature. The 19th century was a period when
humankind was busily struggling to overcome natural hazards
and natural disadvantages. The struggle was caused by a
vague impression that natural forces and natural conditions
were generally hostile, and thus factors to be fought or
disregarded. Where humans begin to achieve dominence, the
balance of nature is often disrupted: plant and animal worlds
are made poorer; pools and streams are eliminated; irregular-
ities in the type and form of grounds are smoothed out;
even forests take on a cultivated appearance. "The site is
rarely seen as an infinitely varied bit of the earth's
surface, wtih slopes, rock outcrops perhaps, groups of trees
or other native flora. A developer comes to a site with
bulldozers and power shovels, with pickaxe, dynamite, and
fire, and as rapidly and as cheaply as he can, he transforms
what might have offered a superb challenge to imaginative
design, into a flat and dreary waste of dirt." Indeed,
architects are forever creating new kinds of microclimates.
Every building constructed displaces the original climate of
its site, creating a warm, sunny, and dry climate with a
southern exposure on one hand, and a shady, cold, and damp
northern exposure on the other. If we are going to replace
the natural richness existing on a site, we must, with a
powerful vocabulary, respect and create a replacement richness
that once again can be called'natural'. Architects must come
to realize that man's future lies less in -fighting natural
forces and natural conditions, than in cooperating with them.
They must realize that every variation irelope, every change
in the character of the surface, and every natural peculiarity
of a site may be the source of the most vivid and successful
elements in a design.
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HOW TO USE THIS MANUAL:
The intent of this thesis is to sensitize architects,
architectural students, engineers, planners, home builders,
and homeowners, with the demands and phenomena of the large
and small-scale climate, and to apply thatknowledge in the
design of sites, buildings, and communities. In order to do
this, it is advisable to study a site in several ways over
time, with different emphases. There is no simple method
of site selection, analysis and design. Instead one needs to
gain a total image of the particular site, and an under-
standing that allows the use of the natural site conditions
to enhance the practicability and the livability of the built
environment.
The text itself is divided into four major sections:
vegetation, drainage, topography, and soils. Each of these
issues is discussed in turn with respect to the four climatic
elements that specify human comfortconditions: sun, tempera-
ture, wind, and moisture. The fifth chapter then takes the
regional climate data related to these four elements, and
reevaluates this data to approximate the microclimate
conditions for the particular site.
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Within each page, then, there are three levels of information,
which can each be used for separate purposes:
prior to a site visit, one
might skim these on-site clues
as a means of identifying the
habitable climate conditions
on a given site. A heightened
sensitivity as to the attributes
and deficiencies of a site
allows responsible decisions to
be made in design. By all means
do not level a site before it
has a chance to speak for its
strengths and weaknesses.
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F this last section becomes
a microclimate checking
process for work already
in progress, or an index
for avoiding and correc-
ting local climatic
blunders in site design.
an explanation of the Local= -.
influences that are modifying
the regional climate conditions
are found here. Potentially,
this allows for evaluation of
existing condtions and clarifies
decisions about site redesign.
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TEXT CONTENTS
READING THE SITE: VEGETATION
2.vegetation classification
3.vegetation as site indicators
4.vegetation and shading
5 vegetation and heat transfer
6.vegetation and air movement
7 designing windbreaks
. inducing wind movement
,? vegetation and erosion control
10vegetation and moisture
1).conditioning the air
1Z.vegetation and built form




READING THE SITE: TOPOGRAPHY
l.topography and insolation
I9.topography and temperature
Z9.topography and air flow
Z4.topography and wind movement
ZZ.topography and drainage
0o.topography and microclimate
READING THE SITE: SOILS
gS.soil identification
20.soil characteristics
Zjsoil and air temperature
z9.soil and ground temperature
o9,soils and erosion
Z.soil type and drainage
9/.soil and moisture






4Lmicroclimate and precipitation, humidity
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Snow will not melt quickly
on the shaded side of ever-
greens. Thus, evergreens
placed on the southern side
of roads will leave long
periods of snow and ix. Thi s
fact could be very usefuZ
however, in the
design of ski slopes
Considerable temperature
retief can be provided by use of
vegetation near courts, parks,
walls, and interior rooms to
naturally modify the excessive
heat and glare of the sun.
Deciduous trees will screen the
hot sun in summer, and allow
warming rays to pass through
bare branches in
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Use plants as one type
of wall insulation, a
ground insulation near
basements, thus retarding
heat loss to the cooler
air outside.
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In winter allow less air to
circulate, pooling instead WrLt -n0MMe-v
the warm air, to prevent a At? ?C WL
drop in temperature. Be WFMhf -ot WIA
careful not to place vegetation
poorly, thereby drawing AL
cold air into a pocket; and
do not leave too large a I' a
space, allowing cold air to *h.
fill in and dam.
In summer, on the other
hand, allow some air to
VeNT~r(L$- pass through at a low level.
This prevents excessive
1UNiki(k \&) humidity harmful to the
6yj4eg, structure, and forces up
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Use vegetation to create
wind protected areas
and building walls,
Mass a variety of
-vegetation to sweep the
air up over an area,
but not to fill the
protected wake.
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A somewhat pierced windbreak
eliminates the Low pressure
pocket on the leeward side of
the barrier. This places less
drag on the air flow above,
giving a longer wake of quieter
air and protected space. Also
avoid no pressure pockets
between plant windbreaks
and the building wall.
r Although windbreaks maydecrease air velocities
to the depth desired,
- they can also increase
wind sPeeds in neighboring
areas and at different
r heights. Consider the
effect of windbreaks at
foot height, head height,
and upper story window
waynr height.
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With careful wind observation, plants can be used to obstruct
and redirect the wind, leaving places and building faces
free of wind; as well as to catch the wind,and ventilate hot
stuffy areas.
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In plan, place vegetation and
buildings in relation to each
other to maximize use of vege-
tation when needed in summer,
and minimize wind .movement
otherwise.
In section, as well, plants
can be used to cause a bene-
ficial change of direction in
the airflow within and around
a site. This provides one
method of protecting slopes,
roof surfaces, and raised
terraces from higher wind spee
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Water has an excellent
0
" $$ (* 0 * thermal capacity, equa-
Zizing temperatures over
a period of time.
Therefore, by maintaining
a higher humidity, the
area directly around
trees usually has a less
drastic temperature shift
from day to night, adding
VAY1ME ( NoMETi significantly to the
comfort of the area.
lot
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Use trees of appropriate
* densities and moisture
' HU Y retaining ability to
ThANSY UMVIT' dry the areas beneath
the canopy, and prevent
surface erosion.
Design to trap humidity
with canopies. When
drying is needed in
summer, allow then for
the wind to sweep
through.
In general, even grasses
are worth planting for
the benefit of their
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Through careful placement
of vegetation with respect
to pollution sources-
building exhausts, traffic
or polluted winds- air
can be purified and
freshened for adjacent
areas or rooms. Vegetation #*
can control both natural W -4
and manmade pollutants, 4\
absorb noxious gases, act avINCI
as a receptor of dust and ehN
dirt, as well as wash
the air of impurities. Up
to 30% of dust and smoke
particles can be eliminated
through an effective use
and density of vegetation.
Good site design should:
1)induce winter winds to
pass through vegetation.
This slows and humidifies
the air during the winter,
when it is most effective
for warming.
N1 2)and should also involve
placing vegetation
F#- (including deciduous or
newly-trimmed plants) to
direct drying summer winds
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Vegetation acts in plan
:to channel, rebuff and
dir~vt air and sun move-
ment;
:to create places that
will dynamically change
with each season, and
with each year.
Vegetation acts in section to build up land
forms, to create a topography that can be more
beneficial for building and placemaking. However,
care must be taken not to create disadvantageous
land forms.
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p kla.Whenever possible, preserve the
existing surface drainage courses.
orough deforestation, resurfacing,
building placement, or soil compaction
in construction, drainage channels
are often filled or blocked, forcing
water to seek new (often damaging)
runiff channels.
If building and surface placement must
be in direct line with drainage
channels, adequate gutters must be
provided to direct surface water away
from the building. Take particular
care when buildings are placed halfway
down or at the bottom of steep slopes,
__ as foundations will be subject to
severe undermining or corrosion.
Prevent slow, uncontrolled runoff by:
v 1regrading steep slopes, limiting
impermeable surfaces (e.g. concrete,
TEAT asphalt), using textured surfaces,
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where runoff is excessive, by:
terracing or regrading steep
slopes, adding vegetation and
grasses, and loosening or vA o
exchanging dense soils with
layers of more porous materials.
If possible, store excess water
near the ground surface by
linings of less porous soils. .
This will prevent flucuating
water tables below, stabilize
air temperatures, and warm
and humidify the surface
air.
The pressure of underground
watercourses is particularly
serious for siting structures.
If, as a result of construction,
both infiltration and ground
- -4- -- -&-water levels increase, prevent
the new water transportation
from shifting neighboring
:subsoils or causing water table
77 fluctuations. Even on level
sites, footing drains are
necessary to remove subsurface
runoff water, before it has time
to damage foundations.
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fMW -M 90ENZ Of It VW:APM) feet below the surface, all
t'Lg1A Vf194t64W M--AOWtOglt.NE@ development costs are increased:
W gVVP r4AL4,5(APZ.FL49@5gv15AL, excavations must be braced with
'PKfEMGMV&1TH9N9f AV K5495Po sheeting, and pumped out; and
utilities and basements must
be waterproofed thoroughly
against seepage. Cellars which
sit below the water table
require the careful placing of
drainage channels and membrane
waterproofing. Corrosion and
freezing is the last consequence
of high water tables, since the
- water involved a often chemicall 1
corrosive, and also subject to
expansion and contraction with
temperature changes.
Additionally, wet soils exert a
far greater pressure on building
foundations than drained soils.
In wet soils, it may be necessary
to reinforce the floor heavily
to prevent upward explosion. In
short, one must effectively design -
a boat hull. for construction
below the table, since damprooting
alone will not resist hydro-
static pressures.
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A fluctuating water table (due
to precipitation conditions,
or nearby construction)
4 V9 rA=V u - poees several problems:
-gp7rZM AVON 1)ground settlement with the
MoMMPYMAJ Zowering of the water
reNIweVAMIVcWv5 table; 2) ground heaving
-1 with a climbing table; and 3)
the rotting of those materials
which can handle either wet
subsoil conditions or dry, but
not both. This is especially
apparent in old buildings on
wooden piles, where the fall of
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If south-facing slopes are
available, by all means
build there. A north orientation
will cause excessive heating
bills in winter, receiving
no .heZp from the sun. In
addition, a west orientation 4
will receive excessive glare
and- overheating in summer,
putting undue stress on
normally unnecessary air
conditioning.
Although a 67 degree slope
is much too steep for a
building site, it can be
useful in the design of
retaining walls, to define
parks, or in deciding roof
and wall pitch. Avoiding
flat sites, or grading
to provide some degree
of slope, could double
heat gain in winter
months and halv heat
gain in summer.
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Ihe presence of lower local
temperatures, can often be
predicted by identifying
areas in the topography of:
low sun exposure, extreme
altitudes, and high wind
exposure; or identifying
areas of local depressions,
which pool or dam the
slipping cold air.
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By redistributing the cut
and fill of a site into
ground berms, against or
near a building, a windowless
wall can gain a steady-
temperature insulator, offering
protection from the wind
and from rapid thermal
exchange.
In analyzing the site
topography, recognize the
existing or designed areas
that are in sun shadow due
to the terrain. Also
recognize areas protected
within a wind shadow which




receive maximum sunlight, as
well as being protected from
northern winter winds and
open to summer cooling winds. Ijrefe&rge& iA, 5Pq, j0
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DESIGN IMPCATION
First of all, site the buildings
well. For design purposes, the
best local wind conditions will
be: on upper or middle slopes
rather than at the foot, or at
the crest (where cold air dams);
on the slopes facing south or
- southeast for maximum sun
advantage; and lastly located
near water for its long-range
heat retaining capacity.
:
In general, the site selected
should not lie in the zone of
cold air currents. However, if
this siting is unavoidable, cold
air currents can be cut off by
hedges or forest belts at higher
levels (always providing an
alternate means for the cold air
flow). Regrading is also effectit
for redirecting cold air flows or
for eliminating cold air pockets.
Finally, place and mix your
materials well. Vie induced
breezes from heat-retaining
materials-especially water- will
help stabilize air temperatures
M1frOm day to night. 1hMen,
reflective (e.g. asphalt) surface
will induce off shore breezes
during the day, which must be
blocked or welcomed as needed
for seasonal comfort.
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winds, then the process of
cut and fill can create
a more comfortable wind
P4L flow, reducing dryness,
coldness, and wind
erosion.
This regrading for better
1ETD2 06site climates, however,
must be done in plan as
well as in section. 1he
wind can be 1)funneled
for use, 2)dammed (with
eventual overflow), 3)
diffused, 4)detoured; or
6 AA 7 all four as useful in
different areas of the
* site.
In general, a living windbreak can look more
natural and can provide seasonal change of
vegetation. However, they require far more
lateral space than a constructed fence. As
one example of ideal wind management, an
elongated clearing should be oriented with
the partially open end towards the approach
of the prevailing wind in summer, with the
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this-milI' spe d evaporation
of the needed moisture
in a site.
Recognize the modifications in
the regional precipitation
givens, caused by ridges and
peaks which force the air to
release rain unexpectedly by
rapid cooling. The result
is often sites plagued by








Areas at the base of slopes, on completely leveled sites
and in dips in the terrain, are often very wet with poor
drainage. These wet pools will undermine foundation
stability, corrode basement
materials and then leave a wet,
colder basement as a stamp.
Learn to recognize well drained
sites and whether it is the
topgraphy (steep, moderate, or
flat) which is allowing for the
dealized drainage conditions.
If so, unthinking topography
;1! changes could well disrupt the
atural drainage channels, causin
gullies and erosion elsewhere.
Hesitation before bulldozing, as
well as carefu grading, can
save a site m o r rainage
conditi. .--
WIrLTN& VC-6VATION
void changes in topography
hich wull allow exposure to
he scorching sun or passage
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Lowest areas are often the
coldest, especially at night,
since cold air runs downhill
and collects in frost pockets
created by buildings. With
poor orientation, these areas
could also be in the shadow
of the hill. All this leads
to costly heating.
In addition to receiving
less sunlight, the north
slope feels the full force
of winter winds, resulting
in dried out soil and colder
areas.
wlra
Crests receive all the elements
in full strength, often subject
to great variability in climates,
with few of the attributes
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Good load-bearing soils
have a spectrum of sand
and gravel sizes, and
thus are well graded.
Pure silts have a very
low dry strength which ie
a clear indication of
Ay their lack of foundation-
bearing potential.
The plasticity of pure
AM clay is a clue to
possible land aippage
under loads.
Organic soils, peat and
muck are compressible and
weak, and not load-
bearing soiTs.
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i water easily, and are generally
able for building. However,
c soils are ideal for cultivating
s and crops, and should be
ted on the site when there are
ernatives for building placement.
ALo I Cf~~fDf
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Good surface drainage must be provided
for clayey soils, to prevent foundation
corrosion and damp basements.
Design footings and foundation slabs to
resist the uplift common in expansive
clays. Volume change can be prevented
by keeping the clay dry, although
extremely difficult. For footing
stability, the extension of piles and
caissons to an inactive soil zone. below
the expansive clay zone may be the best
solution.
Care must be taken to pin foundations
over clay against slippage or creep
lw under uneven-pressures.
4A
Whenever building foundations must be
placed in organic silts, which absorb
and retain water, design for the wet
basements and serious frost conditions
which will result. The addition of
sand to either silts or clays may
improve drainage, thereby reducing
the damaging effect.
Silt is a poor soil choice under
foundation footings due to its guu
instability. Possible solutions to the |
problem of construction on silts includ
completely replacing silt with stabler
soi, or dri 'ng piles through the sil
lrs o he bearing soil.
Organic soils are highly compressive,
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Prevent the rapid heating of
surface air, by minimizing
the number of highly
reflective surfaces in
summer. In general, materials
with high albedos (coupled
with low conductivities) do
not help balance the shifts
in weather and cause extreme
climates.
The higher temperatures on,
saade, -plazas or in the city
are due to the fact that man
made materials are in general
highly conductive but can
only retain their heat over
a short period of time.




materials excess heat is
absorbed and stored to be
released only when the
temperature drops. Therefore,
bodies of water might raise
ag average January temperature
5 F and decrease a July
temperature 3-5 F. Temperature
over plagted grounds may be
up to 10 cooler than
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In addition, exposed reflective
A WINT surfaces will quickly heat up
WATE4- the winter air in parks on sunny
MOPFIE9J days, but are easily protected
TEMY. from the sun in summer. The
ET MM" EPLEC inclusion of any body of water
HEArNw in a design solution helps
stabilize the air temperature
as reflecting little, absorbing
heat over longer periods.
wEa6H T, ANP TlHEm CoP491?0e -pv*LY.
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By using soil versus air to
pack walls and foundations, a
lesser temperature difference
from inside to out is provided,
P which insulates the building
F against rapid heat loss. Fbr th
best insulation, build in
sandy soil, which retains heat
to greater depths during the
day and releases heat in the
evening, when needed most, o
warm building walls and surface
air.
Clay soils, clayey loams,
and bedrock will conduct
heat rapidly and leave
basement floor stabs cold.
Therefore, for siting
foundations, soils (such
as sand, sandy loams,
and gravels) should be
chosen, with low conduc-
tivities to keep floors
and walls warmer, but
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Prevent topsoil loss by using
nser soils with greater
mineral content. Then,
prevent the fast surface
runoff (which undermines
v building foundations) by
introducing: 1)a large pro-
Miportion bf organic materials
- to increase absorption. 2)
vegetation and rougher
surfaces to slow theSO01 LS(V4 NP f~og4ON remaining runof .
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Prevent wind erosion by pro-
.Oiding denser soils, rougher
soil surfaces, and retaining
vegetation. On windy slopes,
ive preference to clays, rocks
and mineral soils which check
wind erosion. Avoid loosely
bound soils such as silts,
Oil sandy silts, or loams which
are~ ga-qi7-7 ea r*e /Zamay
0j 0061
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Determine the acidity of
the soils on the site
through observation and
testing, then prevent
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-Provide adequate drainage
around submerged foundations,
as well as good waterproofing;
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Impervious soils (with little or
no infiltration) result in wet
smelly ground surfaces which
corrode foundations, cause
extended frost pockets, and subject
basement slabs to freeze-thaw
action. Standing pools of water
will exist on heavy soils, such
as clay, and on soils whose
openings .ve been clogged by
fine particles. O ver these
nonpercolating soils, then, an
intermediate soil, such as a
bed of gravel, must be placed
to provide adequate drainage for
the building foundation
The good percolation of graded sands,
some silts and certainly loams, will
WATEK allow sewage to drain at a proper
rate. By purification, soil chemicals
and bacteria prevent sewage and
drainage from polluting ground waters.
Well-graded soil mixtures with
adequate drainage, will slow
subsurface water runoff and thus
prevent high pressures on
foundations and potential water
infiltration. If the soil is
not well graded, or has poor -FI-EeuZP5
drainage, the building should be
relocated, or foundations
reinforced. Watertight construc-_ _ 6____-
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1)Whenever possible, leave snow
accumulation (and add vegetation)
to act as an insulator for the soil,
serving to stabilize ground
emperature and prevent freeze-
NO FP4Othaw damage.
2)Wetting soils in no-frost months
wil Mhelp stabilize air temperatures
by retaining heat for cooler hours.
FT DECITO ANVOUMO
PEI &-I V.# (DVCKo
TN For building stability, foundation
-l "footings must be placed below the frost
line, a line which varies regionally
as well as locally - depending on the type
of soil. The national building code
requires that buildings be placed one foot
pe6Te below this frost level.
To prevent corrosion and cracking,foundations must also be protected from
- "the freeze-thaw action of frost. Frost
damage can be prevented by removing all
LOjT TK highly frost-susceptible materials
' 1 within the depth of frost penetration,
I Mand replacing them with frost-free material.
Often the expense of this is prohibitive,
rand fros t -free materials can only be
placed at the base of the foundation,
SKor directly under pavements. Therefore,
Q.& OA jfoundation materials must be chosen to
withstand the corrosion and cracking
IR ORMTW.AS 'O1L/' W 11 effects of the frost.
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silty soils will compress under loads
when dry, which often causes a lopsided
settling in building foundations. When
wet or frozen, silt is even more unstable.
u j x It swells and heaves badly, so foundations
must either be carried to deep, stabler
~ -soils, or be elastic enough to cope with
the heaving pressures and height varia-
tions.
Clays also swell when wet, heaving under
foundation slabs. In addition, the
crystalline flakes that compose clay allow
one clay layer to slide on another, re-
quiring the use of floating foundations,
or piles which can reach the deeper soils
- with better bearing quality. -Topsoil
Layers also slip on clay soils, implying
' that decks or light construction be care-
fully tied to the foundation structure or
be anchored to stabler soil.
Uncontadned sands, found particularly near bodies of water,
are subject to continual shifting, with no point loading
possible. !herefore, sands are unsuitable for stable founda-
tions unless braced or contained.
In general, soils with higher mineral content -ranging from
non-plastic clays and silts to bedrock - have good stability
for building purposes. Organic soils on the other hand, are
unfit for construction, being subject to both form and volume
alterations under Loads.
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Site Reconnaissance is only a small factor in the way that
natural forces affect the craft of building. Indeed, inspite
of beginning well, one can nullify all the natural gains of
responsive site design, by poor building placement, poor
designing, or poor detailing. This handbook, then, is the
first segment of a projected work on Natural Forces and The
Craft of Building, which will eventually encompass all of the
following topics:
NATURE AND THE BUILDING SITE: SITE RECONNAISSANCE
Reading the Site: Vegetation
Reading the Site: Drainage
Reading the Site: Topography
Reading the Site: Soils
Microclimate Specifics




Massing Additives: balconies, arcades..
Siting Whoopdedoos: fountains,furniture..
NATURE AND THE BUILDING SHELL
The Structural System




Roof sections: attics, slopes, roof forms
Roofs: materials
Thermal mass and section variations
Weathering and the building shell
NATURE AND BUILDING COMPONENTS
Openings in the building wall
The choice in windows, size, shape, flexibility
Strategies for selection and placement
Shades, Awnings and Screens
Entrance prototypes
Window and Door detailing
Craftsmanship/ Construciton techniques
Surface finishes: texture, porosity, endurance
Chimney design: a collection of sound principles.
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